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1. INTRODUCTION

Scanning two book pages at the same time helps to accelerate the
scanning process but on the other hand introduces several
difficulties if the user needs to have one page per image. A major
difficulty is the appearance of noisy black borders around text
areas as well as of noisy black stripes between the two pages. In
this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for detecting the page
frames on double page document images. Our aim is to split the
image into the two pages as well as to remove noisy borders. First
we apply a pre-processing which includes binarization, noise
removal and image smoothing. Then, we detect the vertical zones
of the two pages. In this stage, we introduce the vertical white run
projections which have been proved efficient for detecting
vertical zones of text areas. Finally, the horizontal zones of the
two pages are detected based on horizontal white run projections.
The experimental results on several double page document images
from fifteen different books demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed technique.

Document images are usually produced by scanning books or
periodicals. Scanning two pages at the same time is a very
common practice as it helps to accelerate the scanning process.
However, it may affect the performance of subsequent processing
such as document analysis and optical character recognition
(OCR) since the majority of approaches are able to process only
single page images. Furthermore, another drawback of scanning
two pages at the same time is the appearance of noisy black
borders around text areas as well as of noisy black stripes between
the two pages (see Fig.1).
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Figure 1. An example of a double page document image.

Document Image Enhancement, Border Removal, Page Splitting

There are only few techniques in the literature that address the
problem of page splitting. According to these approaches, double
page documents are split in their middle after border removal or
by defining the coordinates of the print space. Yacoub et al. [13]
involve a splitting process as a preprocessing stage for the
conversion of a large collection of complex documents and
deployment for online web access to its information rich content.
First, the double page images are cropped to the border of the
page, using several criteria, which include searching for
horizontal and vertical projections of straight page edges and
checking the computed dimension versus a database of magazine
sizes sampled throughout history. Once the double-pages are
cropped, the centerfold of the double-page is identified and two
individual pages are generated using a splitting operation.
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Furthermore, a page splitting approach is proposed in the frame of
the METADATA ENGINE Project [5]. This method is based on
the assumption that books are printed according to a clearly
defined printing space. Only a limited number of special elements
may appear in the surrounding margins. Therefore, the method
determines the coordinates of the print space used in the given
document and then applies this zone to the actual page image.
Next a virtual margin is added around the printing space and cut
the pages. If a document contains supplements that do not
conform to the default print space, such as maps, tables, graphs,
and pictures, this variation is detected automatically. Finally,
there are also commercial packages that support the process of
detection and splitting double page document images such as
WiseBook [12] and Scan Tailor [9].
Concerning only border detection and removal many different
techniques have been proposed. Fan et al. [3] proposes a scheme
to remove the black borders of scanned documents by reducing
the resolution of the document image. Le and Thoma [7] propose
a method for border removal which is based on classification of
blank/textual/non-textual rows and columns, location of border
objects, and an analysis of projection profiles and crossing counts
of textual squares. In [1], Avila and Lins propose the invading and
non-invading border algorithms which work as “flood–fill”
algorithms. Moreover, Stamatopoulos et al. [11] rely on
projection profiles combined with a connected component
labelling process. Signal cross-correlation is also used in order to
verify the detected noisy text areas. Finally, Shafait et al. [10] try
to find the actual page contents area, ignoring marginal noise
along the page border. They rely on geometric matching
algorithms to find the optimal page frame of structured documents
by exploiting their text alignment property. A common feature of
all these techniques is that they process only single page images.
In this paper we propose a novel methodology that detects the
optimal page frames of double page document images that is
based on the vertical and horizontal white run projections. Our
aim is to split the image into the two pages as well as to remove
noisy borders. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 the proposed methodology is detailed while
experimental results are discussed in Section 3. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Proposed Methodology
The proposed methodology for page frame detection of double
page document images is illustrated in Fig.2. It consists of three
distinct steps. At a first step, a pre-processing which includes
binarization, noise removal and image smoothing is applied. At a
next step, the vertical zones of the two pages are detected. Finally,
the frame of both pages is detected after calculating the horizontal
zones for each page. Problem definition as well as a detailed
description of all steps are given in the following subsections.

Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed methodology.

2.2 Pre-processing
In this stage, we first proceed to image binarization using the
efficient technique proposed in [4]. Then, we calculate the
average character height Ch of the image based on the connected
component histogram [6]. At a next step, we remove noisy small
components having height or width less than Ch/10 and we
proceed to image smoothing based on ARLSA [8]. Using this
algorithm we connect pixels at text line level without merging
text components with neighboring black border stripes. Fig.4
demonstrates the pre-processing steps.

2.1 Problem Definition
Consider the input double page gray scale image Ig with
dimension of IxxIy. A safe criterion to verify that Ig is a double
page image is that Ix must be greater than Iy. Our aim is to
calculate the frames of the two pages defined by the coordinates
(xL1,yL1)-(xL2,yL2) and (xR1,yR1)-(xR2,yR2) as demonstrated in
Fig.3(a). Using this information we produce two images that
contain only page information (see Fig.3(b)-(c)).
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wvi

∑ (y
HV(x) =

j2

- y j1 )2

j =1

(1)

(1 − 2 * a) * Iy

where wvi is the number of white runs (i,yj1)-(i,yj2) for row x=i in
the range of y=a*Iy… (1-a)*Iy and HV(x) ∈ [0… (1-2*a)*Iy]. An
example of the vertical white run projections compared to
classical vertical white pixel projections is given in Fig. 5. In this
figure it is demonstrated that using white run projections we can
better discriminate text from non-text vertical zones.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Problem definition: (a) input double page image;
(b)-(c) output images after page frame detection.

(b)

2.3 Detection of Vertical Page Zones
In this stage, we aim to define the vertical page zones that are
defined by offsets xL1, xL2 for the left page and xR1, xR2 for the
right page, respectively (see Fig.3(a)). For this purpose, we use
vertical projections only in the interval of (x,Iy+a*Iy)-(x,Iy-a*Iy) in
order to avoid taking into account undesirable noisy areas at the
top or the bottom of the image. For our experiments, we consider
a=1/8. We focus on the white pixels of the image and introduce
the vertical white run projections HV() which have been proved
efficient for detecting vertical zones of text areas. The motivation
for proposing these projections is the need to stress the existence
of long vertical white runs in the image. The vertical white run
projections HV() are defined as follows:

(c)

Figure 4. Pre-processing steps: (a) original image; (b) binary
image; (c) smoothed image.
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the page. SLx is set to the x-offset which corresponds to the
longest white vertical stripe near Ix/2. SLx is calculated as follows:

SLx = arg max HV ( x )
x∈[

Ix
I
− c* I x , x + c* I x ]
2
2

(4)

where parameter c defines the distance from the middle of the
page. For our experiments, we consider c=1/6. Then, the x-offsets
of the vertical page zones are defined as follows:
(a)

(b)

(a)

Figure 5. (a) Vertical white pixel projections and (b) vertical
white run projections of image in Fig.4(c).
We can safely consider that if
HV(x)<(1-2*a)Iy/2

(2)

then the corresponding image column may contain page
information. Also, if we have consecutive n image columns that
satisfy eq. (2) with n>b*Ix then a vertical page zone is detected.
For our experiments, we consider b=1/6. In Fig.6 we present an
image example where two page zones have been detected. In this
example, the left vertical zone has n=n1>b*Ix and the right vertical
zone n=n2>b*Ix.
Although detecting two vertical page zones is the most common
case, we also have the cases where more than two, just one or no
vertical page zones are detected. In the following, we examine all
these cases.

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Original image;(b) Vertical white run projections
HV(x) and the two detected vertical page zones.

(i) When we detect two vertical page zones, the x-offsets of the
left one are assigned to xL1, xL2 and the x-offsets of the right one
to xR1, xR2.

xL1 = max( arg max HV ( x )) ,
x∈[ 0 ,d* I x ]

(ii) We detect just one vertical page zone when one of the two
pages is empty or has very little information. In this case, we
approximate the other region based on the coordinates of the
detected region. If we have detected one vertical zone defined by
x-offsets x1 and x2 then:

I
⎧
⎪ x , if x1 < x
xL1 = ⎨ 1
2 ,
⎪⎩ I x − x2 , otherwise

I
⎧
⎪ x , if x1 < x
xL2 = ⎨ 2
2
⎪⎩I x − x1 , otherwise

I
⎧
⎪ x , if x1 > x
xR1 = ⎨ 1
2 ,
⎪⎩ I x − x2 , otherwise

I
⎧
⎪ x , if x1 > x
xR2 = ⎨ 2
2
⎪⎩ I x − x1 , otherwise

xL2 = min( arg max HV ( x )) ,
x∈[ SLx − e* I x ,SLx ]

xR1 = max( arg max HV ( x )) ,

(5)

x∈[ SLx ,SLx + e* I x ]

xR2 = min( arg max HV ( x ))
x∈[ I x − d* I x ,I x ]

where parameter d defines the maximum distance from image
boundaries that we expect that page starts and parameter e the
maximum distance from the page middle. For our experiments,
we consider d = e = 1/6.

(3)

For the cases (i) and (ii) we finally proceed to a better adjustment
of x-coordinates in order to preserve text regions that may fall
outside the detected vertical zones. This is accomplished by using
the following formulas:

(iii) We detect more than two or no vertical page zones when we
have a multi column or complex documents (e.g. magazines). In
this case, we search for a vertical split line SLx near the middle of
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xL1 = max( arg max HV ( x )) ,

y-offsets of the top border areas are assigned to yL1 and yR1 and
the y-offsets of the bottom border areas are assigned to yL2 and
yR2. yL1 and yR1 are set to 0 if no top border areas are detected.
Similarly, yL2 and yR2 are set to Iy if no bottom border areas are
detected. For our experiments, we consider f=2/3, g=1/4 and
h=1/25. In Fig.8 we present an image example where the top and
bottom border areas of the left vertical zone have been detected.
In this example, the top border area has n=n3>h*Iy and the bottom
border area n= n4>h*Iy.

x∈[ xL1 − d* I x ,xL1 ]

xL2 = min(

xR1 = max(
xR2 = min(

arg max

HV ( x )) ,

arg max

HV ( x )) ,

arg max

HV ( x ))

x∈[ xL2 , xL2 + e* I x ]

x∈[ xR1 − d* I x ,xR1 ]

(6)

x∈[ xR2 , xR2 + e* I x ]

An example of better adjusting xR2 value is demonstrated in Fig.
7.

(a)

Figure 7. An example of xR2 value before (vertical line “…”)
and after (vertical line “---”) adjustment.

2.4 Detection of Horizontal Page Zones
In this stage, we aim to define the horizontal page zones that are
defined by offsets yL1, yL2 for the left page and yR1, yR2 for the
right page, respectively (see Fig.3(a)).
First, we calculate the horizontal white run projections HH1(y)
and HH2(y) in the same way we calculated the vertical white run
projections. HH1(y) corresponds to the left vertical zone page and
is calculated in the interval of xL1 and xL2 while HH2(y)
corresponds to the right vertical zone page and is calculated in the
interval of xR1 and xR2.

(b)

We can safely consider that if
HH1(y)>f*(xL2-xL1), for the left page
HH2(y)>f*(xR2-xR1), for the right page

Figure 8. Detection of horizontal page zones (a) Original
image and its left vertical and horizontal zones; (b) Horizontal
white run projections HH1(y) of the left vertical zone and the
two detected border areas.

(7)

then the corresponding image row may belong to the border areas
around text areas. We search into the intervals [0, g*Iy] and [(1g)*Iy, Iy] in order to define the top and bottom border areas,
respectively. If we have consecutive n image rows that satisfy eq.
(7) with n>h*Iy then a top or bottom border area is detected. The
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Table 1. Historical books that are used in our experiments

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance evaluation method used is based on a pixel
based approach and counts the pixels at the correct page frames
and the detected page frames. For this purpose, we manually mark
the correct page frames in the original double page document
image in order to create the ground truth set. Fig. 9 shows an
example of a manually marked document image.

Book ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Let G be the set of all pixels inside the correct page frame in
ground truth, R the set of all pixels inside the result page frame
and T(s) a function that counts the elements of set s. We calculate
the Precision and Recall as follows:

Precision =

T( G ∩ R )
T( R )

(8)

and
Recall =

T( G ∩ R )
T( G )

(9)

Table 2. Evaluation results after detecting only the vertical
zones of the two pages

A performance metric FM can be extracted if we combine the
values of precision and recall:

FM = 2 ⋅

Precision ⋅ Recall
Precision + Recall

Title
Almohades & Des Hafçides
Corbeille de Roses
Correspondance D' Eulalie
Dr Jullien. L Industrie des gants, étude d hygiène
professionnelle et de médecine légale
Fantasio
L Art (Paris. 1865)
L' Expérience Italienne
La Bière De L' Avenir
La Nouvelle Revue
La Preéhistoire Du Christianisme
La Sicile, souvenirs, récits et légendes
Le Chauffeur Est A Vos Ordres
Pseavmes De David
Société royale des sciences, lettres et arts de Nancy
Figures des Histoires de la Saincte Bible

Book ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
TOTAL

(10)

#Images
53
22
15
10
27
47
25
19
47
30
21
28
28
62
24
458

Precision (%)
99.45
99.97
94.92
99.31
97.50
100.0
100.0
100.0
99.91
100.0
99.84
99.74
96.68
100.0
100.0
99.15

Recall (%)
99.50
99.83
100.0
98.92
92.95
98.99
100.0
100.0
98.92
100.0
99.82
100.0
99.73
100.0
100.0
99.24

FM (%)
99.47
99.90
97.39
99.11
95.17
99.49
100.0
100.0
99.41
100.0
99.83
99.87
98.18
100.0
100.0
99.20

Table 3. Overall Evaluation Results of the proposed
methodology
Book ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
TOTAL

Figure 9. Manually marked page frames (ground truth).
To verify the validity of the proposed methodology we used 458
double page document images from 15 different historical books
that are owned by the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (BNF)
[2]. In Table 1 all the historical books that are used in our
experiments are presented. In order to calculate the Precision, the
Recall and the FM of a double page image we calculate the values
for each individual page frame and then we extract the average
values of them.
Tables 2 illustrates the evaluation results of each book after
applying only the first step of the proposed methodology in which
the vertical zones of the two pages are detected. As horizontal
zones of the page frames we used the ground truth horizontal
zones. Table 3 illustrates the overall evaluation results after
applying both steps of the proposed methodology.
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#Images
53
22
15
10
27
47
25
19
47
30
21
28
28
62
24
458

Precision (%)
98.96
99.82
94.78
99.35
97.51
99.98
99.52
99.50
99.88
99.43
99.84
99.34
96.63
100.0
100.0
98.97

Recall (%)
99.47
99.80
99.50
98.63
92.32
98.84
99.95
99.97
98.75
99.93
98.74
99.44
99.69
99.87
99.97
98.99

FM (%)
99.21
99.81
97.08
98.99
94.84
99.41
99.73
99.73
99.31
99.68
99.29
99.39
99.14
99.93
99.98
98.98

The evaluation results of both steps demonstrate the success of the
proposed methodology which detects the page frames with great
accuracy. Precision and recall are about 99%, which indicates that
the proposed methodology removes the noisy black borders of the
document images without crop page information. Some
representative results are shown in Fig. 10. We want to stress that
although a lot of parameters are involved in our methodology
(a=1/8, b=c=d=1/6, f=2/3, g=1/4 and h=1/25) we have safely
assigned values to them since the methodology has been proved
efficient for a great variety of books.
As it can be observed, Book 5 (“Fantasio”) achieves the lowest
recall value (92.32%). Document images of this book have
complex layout with multiply columns and images. Fig. 10(c)
presents a representative double page document image of Book 5
in which the left page frame has been cropped.

(c)

For comparisons purposes, we also applied the commercial
package Scan Tailor [9] at the same dataset. However, the pixels
of the original image do not remain the same so the pixel based
evaluation approach cannot be applied. For this reason, we only
present some representative results using Scan Tailor (see Fig. 11
and 12). As it is observed, although Scan Tailor splits the image
into two pages successfully in several examples; however in many
cases the noisy black borders cannot be efficiently removed.

(d)
Figure 10. Example images from Books (a) ID=1 (b) ID=2 (c)
ID=5 (d) ID=11 showing the page frames detection using the
proposed methodology.

(a)
(a)

(b)
Figure 11. An example image from Book ID=6 showing the
page frames detection using (a) Scan Tailor and (b) the
proposed methodology.

(b)
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